
 

 

  “Hang together or You Will 
be Hanged Individually” 

Benazir Bhutto’s Visits to USA and Iran 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Experts of international relations feel that irrespective of 
Pakistan’s regional GDP of US$820.1 billion which is the highest 
in South Asia, Americans and US Allies, in view of their most 
disappointing experiences in Iran and Iraq, will never allow 

Pakistan to become a regional investment center to cover the 
markets of affluent but troubled Gulf, potentially very dangerous 
Central Asian Republics and poor in average per capita income 
but large mass of consumers in South Asia. Their territory of 
priority is India because they can rely on India against China and 
Muslim countries of Central Asia and the Gulf region.  They want 
to bring India at par with China in military and economic 
strength to have a reliable strong ally in the fastest growing 
economic region of the world. The only One Point Agenda for bi-
lateral and multi-lateral dialogue between Muslim heads of state 
and governments must be Unity at Any Cost! Muslim countries 
must immediately discuss their genuine and in-genuine 
differences among themselves either directly or through 

impartial Muslim countries. Only unity will enable them to 
survive in the post cold-war twenty first century. They must 
remember Malaysian Prime Minister’s advice, though for a 
different reason and from a different platform, “it is better to 
hang together instead of getting hanged individually.” 
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PM’s VISIT TO USA 

Prime Minister of Pakistan’s anxiously awaited visit to the United States of America and in 

post cold-war era is very important for Pakistan as far as the precise determination of 

country’s future role in world politics is concerned. How the country is expected to benefit 

from the visit depends on Prime Minister’s comprehension of global and regional demands of 

rapidly changing world, with the changes in economic priorities. The priorities are not yet 

clear due to a very cautious attempt to form geo-economic groups. It is, therefore, timely 

and necessary to have a look at Pakistan’s political and diplomatic performance in the past. 

A careful analysis of Pakistan’s pre and post-partion events indicates that the country’s civil 

and military rulers miserably failed to comprehend and to take advantage of Pakistan’s ideal 

geographical location. This failure was an outcome of immediate post partition economic 

and security concerns that had made Pakistan a very vulnerable and fragile independent 

state. With the passage of time the rulers were expected to put the country on the path to 

economic self-reliance and indefatigable defense capability. Former President Ayub Khan’s 

economic policies had successfully laid the foundation of a strong heavy industrial base and 

his military leadership, irrespective of 1965 war’s controversial outcome, had established 

the surprisingly remarkable defense capability of Pakistan beyond any doubt. Ayub Khan’s 

book “Friends NOT Masters” was a formal pledge to run foreign affairs of Pakistan on its 

own, without any foreign interference as a sovereign independent state that clearly meant a 

change in Pakistan’s internal and external policies. Ayub Khan was fortunately blessed with 

Pakistan’s best brains as far as his cabinet was concerned. Country’s foreign, economic, 

defense and other important ministries wee undoubtedly in good hands. As soon as Ayub 



Khan’s book “Friends NOT Masters came out, cracks started appearing in his cabinet and he 

started losing his best men. The best of them all was Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. He was a visionary 

political genius, an outstanding expert on international affairs, an orator par excellence and 

very popular in and outside Pakistan. After independence, he was the first politician who 

brought the people to the streets clapping and dancing on each sentence that he uttered in 

public rallies. An outstanding army general was humiliatingly defeated by Zulfiqar Ali 

Bhutto’s personal political charisma. 

It is generally believed and rightly or wrongly propagated that Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto made two 

blunders: One before coming into power and the other after coming into power. First was 

his refusal to sit in opposition and second was his well intentioned but untimely and 

unorganized nationalization of industries and utility services. First blunder, allegedly, 

resulted in the disintegration of Pakistan and second blunder destroyed the countries 

economic base and forced Pakistan’s outstanding tycoons to invest outside Pakistan. 

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, conscious of the outcome of these blunders, worked very hard, seriously 

and devotedly to efficiently run the internal and external affairs of what remained of 

Pakistan. He “picked up the pieces” and left no stone unturned to make Pakistan an ideal 

truly independent state. He gave Pakistan a unanimous constitution, signed Simla 

agreement, brought prisoners of war back honorably and shifhted the country’s foreign 

policy tilt from non-Muslim developed world to Arab world which opened doors of 

employment and affluence on Pakistan’s skilled and un-skilled workers and developed a soft 

corner for Pakistan and the people of Pakistan in the hearts of the leaders and the peoples 

of the Muslim countries. Then came the energy crisis, the formation of Organization of 

Islamic Countries (OIC) and an awareness of the real strength of the Muslim world which 

were intolerable developments for the anti-Muslim powers. Another unacknowledged and 

unknown but remarkable achievement of Bhutto was and understanding with Sardar 

Dawood of Afghanistan on the issue of Durand Line which was an indication of the expected 



elimination of a buffer between Pakistan, Iran and Soviet Union. Sardar Dawood had to 

immediately pay the price for this understanding and Bhutto had to wait for his turn. 

Bhutto’s pro-China stance in United Nations and initiatives to acquire nuclear capability for 

Pakistan at any cost were disliked in the west. The pre-cold war enemies “unanimously” 

decided to eliminate the Muslim brains behind the energy crisis! Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto was one 

of the most obvious targets! An artificial crisis was created and he was removed from power 

and ultimately lost his life too.  Two events of regional and global significance strengthened 

the hands of General Zia-ul-Haque who replaced Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. First event was, Iran’s 

Islamic revolution, which in a way was an almost equally important event for the non-

Muslim developed world as energy crisis and the second was Soviet Union’s occupation of 

Afghanistan. After the removal of Reza Shah Pahlavi, America had lost a reliable man in the 

Gulf and Soviet move was another major economic and security risk in the region. The 

Americans had no choice but to support Iraq against Iran and Pakistan against Soviet 

presence in Afghanistan. The leaders of Iraq and Pakistan enjoyed America’s outright 

support militarily, financially and politically. Iran remained unhurt and Afghanistan was 

liberated before Soviet disintegration to witness an internal civil/armed struggle for political 

power as I had predicted in 1988. Iraq’s maneuvered occupation of Kuwait paved the way 

for the deployment of the troops of allied powers resulting in “permanent US military 

presence” in Gulf. From where, America and American allies can conveniently safeguard 

their economic interests and take direct action against Iran after over-powering Iraq at any 

moment they like. Now America does not need a reliable policeman like Reza Shah Pahlavi 

to watch super power’s interests in the Gulf. Similarly, the disintegration of the Soviet Union 

has reduced the importance of Pakistan as a frontline state and Afghanistan as a buffer zone 

to naught. Now, with this background in view, what does Pakistan expect from United 

States for which so much importance is accorded to Prime Minister’s visit to America? 

Pakistan, at the moment, has three major and genuine areas of concern:  



The first and foremost is unrest, Indian armed atrocities and painful violation of human 

rights in occupied Kashmir.  

Second and equally important is the perpetual bloody armed struggle for political power in 

Afghanistan.  

And…the third is the inexcusable unwillingness of America to hand over already paid for F-

16 aircraft or to refund the money.  

No one, either in opposition or in power, can deny the need for a serious top level dialogue 

between America and Pakistan on these important issues. These issues have aroused anti-

American sentiments in Pakistan, created hurdles in the smooth functioning of SAARC and 

ECO and invisibly but definitely hurt Pakistan’s armed forces in the sense that they must get 

the weapons for which the government has already made the payment in hard cash to up-

grade Pakistan’s defense capability. It is believed that Benazir Bhutto is quite competent in 

diplomatic skill to convince the American leaders to take these issues seriously and to do 

something to help Pakistan for their early settlement. But does Pakistan’s interest coincide 

with the regional and global interests of America too? The success of Benazir’s visit depends 

on the answer to this question in the affirmative. Experts of international relations feel that 

irrespective of Pakistan’s regional GDP of US$820.1 billion which is the highest in South 

Asia, Americans and US Allies, in view of their most disappointing experiences in Iran and 

Iraq, will never allow Pakistan to become a regional investment center to cover the markets 

of affluent but troubled Gulf, potentially very dangerous Central Asian Republics and poor in 

average per capita income but large mass of consumers in South Asia. Their territory of 

priority is India because they can rely on India against China and Muslim countries of 

Central Asia and the Gulf region.  They want to bring India at par with China in military and 

economic strength to have a reliable strong ally in the fastest growing economic region of 

the world. They will definitely agree to extend a helping hand in the endeavors for the early 



settlement of issues mentioned earlier but not from Pakistan’s point of view but from India’s 

perspective. Therefore, Benazir is advised to play her cards very carefully. No doubt, we are 

smart enough to understand what is happening around us but we are not smart enough to 

understand what moves Americans have in mind. This is what history of Pak-America 

relations teaches us. 

Now let us see what the Holy Quran says about expectations from non-Muslims. In Sura 

Toba (Repentance) or Bara’at (Immunity) the God Almighty warns: “How (can there be such 

a league) seeing that if they get an advantage over you, they respect not in you the ties 

either of kinship or of covenant? With (fair words from) their mouths they entice you, but 

their hearts are averse from you; and most of them are rebellious and wicked.” This is what 

Benazir has to remember in view of past experiences in 1965 Indo-Pak War, in 1971 Fall of 

Dacca, American attitude after Soviet retreat from Afghanistan and America’s refusal to 

deliver pre-paid military merchandise. Is America trustworthy? 

PM’s TIMELY VISIT TO IRAN    

Prime Minister of Pakistan’s visit to Iran is as timely and as important as her last visit to the 

United States of America. Her cautiously worded diplomatic statements regarding Pakistan’s 

willingness to become a frontline state against “Islamic Fundamentalism,” consequent 

diplomatically invisible quiet resentment in pro-Iran circles and Iran’s instant pro-India 

diplomatic tilt clearly conveyed the message that Benazir’s statement was not taken lightly. 

With this background in view it was expected that Benazir’s diplomatic advisor’s had 

realized the nature and seriousness of the harm done and now they would seriously try to 

convince Iran that the Prime Minister was misunderstood. But unfortunately, Sardar Asif 

Ahmed Ali’s confirmation, that Pakistan with America’s “prior consent” and “appreciation” is 

willing to initiate a diplomatic effort to bring “rapprochement” between U. S. and Iran 

indicates that the Prime Minister is visiting Iran with a “partially” Wrong Agenda! 



The only One Point Agenda for bi-lateral and multi-lateral dialogue between Muslim heads of 

state and governments must be Unity at Any Cost! Muslim countries must immediately 

discuss their genuine and in-genuine differences among themselves either directly or 

through impartial Muslim countries. Only unity will enable them to survive in the post cold-

war twenty first century. They must remember Malaysian Prime Minister’s advice, though 

for a different reason and from a different platform, “it is better to hang together instead of 

getting hanged individually.”  

(ADDENDUM: It was a prophetic advice. First Saddam Hussain was hanged after a 

court trial, Qaddafi was brutally murdered by a disorderly mob in a street and now 

Syrian President is the target…It is not difficult to guess who the next two are?)  

American designs against the Muslim Ummah are clearly visible. Her strategically designed, 

diplomatically engineered and geo-economically disastrous military presence in the Gulf 

region, her eyes on the port of Gawadar for strategic military and economic reasons and her 

most condemnable behavior in a purely commercial military transaction i=with Pakistan 

clearly proves that USA, irrespective of her highly inexcusable delay in announcing her 

willingness to pay our money back, is more unreliable than an enemy. 

Instead of a serious effort to get out of American evil influence, our government intends to 

prepare ground for revival of USA’s relations with Iran! This is the biggest diplomatic joke of 

the century. What are our diplomatic priorities? Why are we desperately trying to turn 

Pakistan into an American Embassy in the region? Thanks to United States of America’s 

conspiracies, the entire Muslim world, as an Ummah, is oblivious of its present and future 

role in emerging regional and global social, political, diplomatic and economic scenarios. 

Muslim countries are not capable of defending themselves. Economically, most of them have 

become almost bankrupt or are on their way to bankruptcy. If it is not true then what 

American forces are doing in the Gulf? Why Pressler and Brown Amendments are as well 



known in Pakistan as the Eighth Amendment? Why Yasser Arafat has embraced Rabin? Why 

our economic policies are dictated by IMF and the World Bank? These are very disturbing 

but timely questions. 

The foreign office has tries to give an impression that Pakistan’s initiative to bring 

rapprochement between Iran and the USA resembles Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto’s successful 

historical effort “to end the gulf between China and the United States of America.” They 

forget that the purpose of ZAB’s effort was to prepare ground for China’s membership of the 

UNO which was not only in the interest of Pakistan but was also the urgent need of the hour 

too. He wanted to put a check on, if not an end to, unjust American Soviet Union’s political 

and diplomatic exploitation of the UNO. He was never convinced that Muslim countries could 

expect social, political and economic justice from a diplomatic circus and speakers club 

called the United Nations. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto’s most remarkable achievement was his 

success in bringing Muslim countries on a common platform called the Organization of 

Islamic Countries (OIC) with an objective to discuss and solve the problems of the Muslim 

Ummah without involving or depending on the non-Muslim countries and powers. Today, the 

OIC has turned into a white elephant. What conclusive role did it play in bringing an end to 

Iran-Iraq War? Why the Gulf Cooperation Council had to buy American military assistance to 

get Kuwait liberated? Why Yasser Arafat had to go to Washington to sign an agreement with 

Israel? Why Muslim forces are fighting in Bosnia as UN forces instead of OIC forces? What 

role is OIC playing in bringing to an end the civil war in Afghanistan? What help is the OIC 

extending to Kashmiris in their war of survival against the Indian army? The Prime Minister 

must discuss these questions with Muslim heads of states and governments to find their 

answers. Who are the UNO and the USA to impose sanctions on Iraq, Libya and Iran? If any 

Muslim country has done anything wrong, it is the OIC’s responsibility to see that the 

country is advised to correct itself. Only the OIC must be authorized to announce sanctions 

against Muslim countries in the event of non-compliance. 



After the expected natural demise of communism, Islam and the Muslim World have 

become targets of America and Europe’s conspiracies. Therefore, the Muslim Ummah from 

Nile to Kashghar has become the frontline Ummah. The anti-Muslims call the true believers 

of the genuine faith Fundamentalists. There are two mutually antagonistic groups in today’s 

world, Islamists and anti-Muslim Fundamentalists. The anti-Muslim Fundamentalists have 

declared war against Islam and the Islamists. Those Muslim heads of states and 

governments who think that they can win genuine support of the anti-Muslim 

Fundamentalists for the perpetuation of economic plunder and political exploitation are 

living in a paradise of fools. Their days are numbered in Muslim countries. With this brief 

background in view, the Prime Minister is better advised to go to Iran with the following 

proposed three point diplomatic agenda 

1. What role Iran and Pakistan can jointly play to bring an end to the civil war in 

Afghanistan and Indian atrocities in the disputed territory of Kashmir? This point will 

automatically cover bi-lateral and regional economic prospects 

2. Iran and Iraq must initiate dialogue to resolve their differences in the larger interest of 

the Muslim Ummah. How can Pakistan be of help? 

3. Iran, Iraq and countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council in general and Saudi Arabia and 

Kuwait in particular must immediately negotiate and sign a No War Pact declaring Gulf a 

No War Zone. The proposed Pact will prepare ground for the repatriation of American 

forces from the Gulf which are destroying the economy of the Gulf countries and are a 

constant threat to their independence too. 

Iranians know it better than us to decide when it will be in their interest to normalize 

relations with United States of America and how. We must try to get out of the internal and 

external mess we are in due to American influence.    

      


